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Renaissance Quiz!

 Tuesday! (After Thanksgiving Break)

 Covers:
 Where the Renaissance began, who was involved, what it was, 

when it occurred

 Why it began in Italy, Classical values of the Renaissance

 Renaissance Art

 New artistic techniques, artists, Northern Art verse Italian Art

 Medieval Art verse Renaissance art

 Northern Renaissance

 Artists, literature, inventions

 Effects of the Renaissance on World History



Entry Task

 Analyze the painting:

 Italian or Northern? Why?

 What do you see in the 
painting?

 What is the message or 
purpose of this painting?

 How does this painting 
reflect life during the time 
period?

 Do you like the painting? 
Why or why not?



Renaissance in Northern Europe

Northern art 

 More realism than Italian art

 Flanders – artistic center for northern Europe (Flemish 
artists)



Renaissance in Northern Europe

 Changing circumstances in northern Europe
End of 100 Years War

Eventual end of bubonic plague

 Ideas spread north from Italy
Artists who returned from Italy

 Growth in merchant class

 Support from monarchies



Northern Renaissance: Jan Van Eyck

 Flemish Painter



Jan van Eyck

 Giovanni 
Arnolfini
and his Bride



















Renaissance in Northern Europe

Literature also changes

 Focus on living good life according to the bible –
Christian humanism

 Desiderius Erasmus

 The Praise of Folly

 Poked fun at those who weren’t leading good Christian lives

 Thomas More

 Utopia

 Imagines a perfect world



Renaissance in England

 Began during reign of Queen Elizabeth I (1558-
1603)

Great supporter of the arts

Period referred to as the Elizabethan Age

World’s most famous playwright

William Shakespeare



Renaissance in Northern Europe

Development of the modern printing press around 
1440

 Johan Gutenberg

 Why was this important?

 Could mass produce printed materials

 People able to buy books

 Increase literacy

 People now better informed



Effects of the Renaissance

What were the effects of the Renaissance?

 Changes in the arts reflect growth of humanism

 Peoples’ view of life changed

 Advances in printing made more information available – rise 
in literacy

 People begin to question authority 

Religion 

Political structures



D O C U M E N T  A N A L Y S I S  &  E S S A Y  O U T L I N E  

* * R E M I N D E R :  Q U I Z  N E X T  W E E K  T U E S D A Y * *

Renaissance DBQ



How did the Renaissance Change Man’s view of ‘Man’?

 During the Renaissance, a cultural ‘rebirth’ 
happened.
 Society changed, people saw themselves in new ways

 People began to question what it meant to be human

 DBQ:
Analyze 4 primary source documents to help 

answer the question:

How did the Renaissance Change Man’s view of 
‘Man’?



Step 1: Background Essay

Read the essay together as a class. 

Pay attention for important 
information about changing views 
on what it means to be ‘human’.



Answer these questions as a group:

1. What is the meaning of the word ‘renaissance’? 
Describe the time period known as the Renaissance.

2. In general terms, how would you describe the 
Middle Ages?

3. Why did education start to increase during the 
1300s?

4. Why was the printing press so important to the 
spread of the Renaissance and humanistic thinking?

5. Define the following terms:

1. Middle Ages, monasteries, illiteracy, serfs, humanism



Step 2: Document Analysis

 Analyze the documents and answer the questions. 
 Questions should be answered in detail. You should do this in 

your journals!

 Organize the questions in this way:

Document A:

Q1:

Q2:

 Each document has a question that asks you to explain 
how the sources provide demonstrate that the views on 
humanity were changing. Be specific!
 This question will help you most with your paragraph response. 

 Stamped on Monday after break!



 Write a detailed paragraph response answering the 
question:

How did the Renaissance Change Man’s view of ‘Man’?

 Your response must include:
 A clear thesis statement that includes reasoning

 2 pieces of evidence

 Analysis of evidence and explanation stating how the evidence 
proves the thesis

 A conclusion that summarizes the main point of evidence and 
overall argument. 

 Paragraph are due Wednesday, by Midnight, to 
turnitin.com! 
 20 points in Assessment Category

Step 3: Essay Outline


